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Lisa Engelbrecht
California
Untitled
Sumi ink and oil pastels on Arches Text Wove (Velin)
20 × 26 inches
Lisa Engelbrecht passionately pursues lettering
of all types on all surfaces. She’s a lettering artist
and instructor in calligraphy, creativity, and
mixed media. Lisa teaches classes internationally,
specializing in lettering on fabric, experimental
lettering, and the creative process. She is somewhat
rebellious, and her unique style has landed her on
the faculty of ten international lettering conferences.
Lisa teaches at collage, quilting, and alternative
arts conferences nationwide. She is the author of
Modern Mark Making / Modern Calligraphy from
Quarry Books. She is interested not only in classical
letterforms but also alternative surfaces for lettering,
including tattoos and current street influences on
modern calligraphy.
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Marie Marcano
Florida
Delirio Urbano
Paper sculpture
Sumi ink and gel pen on folded Unryu paper
31 × 18 × 4 inches

Marie Marcano is a Venezuelan visual artist. She
received her BFA from the Corcoran College of Art
& Design and her MFA from Miami International
University of Art & Design. For several years, she
taught creative thinking strategies to college students
in Caracas. Currently living in South Florida, Marie
investigates the impact of text on the visual arts. She
also works as an independent creative consultant
in the graphic design field. Her experimental pieces
include artist’s books, installations, art jewelry, and
multimedia art.
www.mariemarcano.com.
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Barbara Yale-Read
North Carolina
A New Voice
Gouache on a collage made of monoprints
on rice paper
30 × 20 inches
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Barbara Yale-Read has spent the last twenty-five
years teaching graphic design, typography, and
calligraphy in the Art Department at Appalachian
State University. Her career as a professor of graphic
design began with a passion for lettering. Like most
calligraphers, Barbara is self-taught and has also
benefited from the inspiration and excellent teaching
from many workshops with master calligraphers.
Besides teaching and doing freelance calligraphy and
graphic design, she spends her time working in her
studio in Boone, North Carolina.
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